
Corporate Government Affairs - Fall 2008
Lecture Notes - Class 3

Instructor:  William James Jonas III, JD   Office Hours: Thurs, 6:00-6:45 pm
E-mail:  james.jonas@hklaw.com    Phone: 512.750.5455

Course Overview
This course of instruction presents a survey of local, state, and federal lobbying from the corporate perspective.  Students 
will be exposed to the mechanics, economics, compliance/ethics landscape, and ways to measure performance when 
considering government affairs activities.  This course is designed to support students who are currently responsible for or 
seeking careers that include facets of government affairs, public affairs, or public relations.  Advocacy within and toward 
corporate entities will be covered as well.

Objectives
1. Present an overview of government affairs and lobbying in the United States
2. Provide students with a historical template to understand government affairs activities today
3. Present information that will allow students to discern the effectiveness of government affairs activities
4. Provide an understanding of the government affairs market place
5. Present the tools and strategies used in government affairs activities
6. Provide exploration of how government affairs tools and strategies can be applied to communications and advocacy 

directed toward a corporation

The objective is to provide a non-technical yet detailed introduction to corporate government affairs thus allowing students 
completing this course to have greater understanding of the use and assessment of this tool to impact decision making.

The main readings of the course will be from Lobbying Reconsidered  by Gary Andres, Lines in the Sand by Steve Bickerstaff, 
and Texas Politics and Government by Gary Keith and Stefan Haag.  However, there will be articles, distributed during class 
meeting that will be referenced.  Additional copies of any articles distributed, in class, will be available upon request.  

Grading
Final grades will be based upon three equally weighted factors: attendance, class participation, and a final exam.  Prior to 
10/30/08, students will be informed as to their current grades in the areas of attendance and class participation.  There will 
be occasional problem sets handed out and discussed during class that will not be graded but should provide some 
guidance as to the questions on the exams.

Academic Dishonesty
Academic dishonesty will not be tolerated.  All students are expected to abide by the UTSA Honor Pledge given below.

“On my honor, as a student of The University of Texas at San Antonio, I will uphold the highest standards of academic 
integrity and personal accountability for the advancement of the dignity and the reputation of our university and myself.”

The Format for each lecture will be guest speaker with questions, a discussion of the speaker's comments, 
and concluding lecture covering the topics of the week.

Topics for guest speaker:
1. My path to where I am today
2. My general opinion of government affairs and lobbyists
3. What corporations should consider when hiring lobbyists or starting a lobby campaign
4. What mistakes corporations tend to make when implementing a government affairs campaign
5. My advice to those who will hire, fire, and implement lobby strategies in the future.
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Introduction of guest speaker - Gary Andres
Perhaps one of the most thoughtful professionals in the government affairs arena today is Gary Andres.  His personal 
accomplishments are equal and beyond the extraordinary tradition that was established by Dan Dutko, the founder of the 
enterprise now known as Dutko Worldwide.  Gary has been a valued counselor to corporate interest and politicians for 
decades.  His textbook - Lobbying Reconsidered - a significant source of information and insight for this course and 
beyond.
Serving as Vice Chairman of Public Policy and Research at Dutko Worldwide, Gary’s public opinion research and analysis 
is used by Staffers, Members of Congress, the Administration, and private entities on a regular basis.

His extensive writing career currently includes serving as a weekly columnist in the Washington Times, and regularly 
contributing to publications like the National Review, Weekly Standard, Real Clear Politics and Roll Call. He also writes a 
regular column for the Washington Times analyzing trends in survey research and public opinion, called The American 
Survey.

Gary regularly conducts and analyzes public policy polling projects for Dutko clients. Recent public policy victories on 
behalf of clients include a significant role in the development, passage, and continuing implementation of the Medicare 
Modernization Act. 

Prior to joining the Dutko Worldwide in 1993, Gary’s career milestones include serving as Vice President for Washington 
Research at Prudential Securities, Executive Director of Federal Relations for Southwestern Bell Corp., and as Deputy 
Assistant for Legislative Affairs to President George H.W. Bush.

Gary’s long record of volunteer involvement in RNC and NRCC activities included a role in 2004 of the RNC in New York 
as a floor coordinator. 

He earned his Ph.D. in Public Policy at the University of Illinois (Chicago).

Notes from speaker remarks:
• The lobbying business has a bad name because of the way the press covers the job; that is a bad rap.
• Lobbying is merely a form of First Amendment expression; most individuals are represented by one or more lobbying 

organization (trade associations, AARP, and others).
• When corporations share lobbyists, just working "one side of the aisle" is a mistake; the client benefits from this 

approach.
• The best lobbying campaigns are the ones that follow the model of political campaigns; this includes a strategy for 

advertising as well as earned media; a good lobbying campaign is based on research (test message before selling 
message).

• Washington, DC is a place with a 24-hour news cycle; a place with a wealth of information but a poverty of attention.  
That is where a variety of tools come in to use.

• The focus on access, to the exclusion of other facets, can be a mistake many corporation make.  The media gives this 
area too much attention.  When you are thinking of hiring, look at a broader array of tools.  Keep the campaign 
mentality; loosing focus contributes to failure.

• He wrote the book to capture the changes in the lobbying industry.  The previously written materials were off the mark.  
One has to get beyond the influence image of lobbying to understand.

• The "real lobbying world" is not uni-dimensional.  Lobbying does not drive the process; it is just part of the process.
• How to count lobbyist is not precise; some lobbying activities requires registration; other activities do not require 

registration.
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• Structural complexity - lobbying is more than meeting a Senator for dinner and getting him or her to say yes before 
desert.  Getting a Member to say yes is very complex today.

• What lobbyist "do" needs a more complete look - it includes information gathering of many other areas.  A lot of the 
work is more in the area of information gathering sphere.

• Reverse lobbying is also part of the landscape today; much of what happens includes lawmakers asking for interest 
group support.  Think of lobbying as a way to support legislative activities that is not available otherwise.

• As long as government continues to grow and be complex to shape the economy and environment, there is going to 
be a growing need and demand for lobbyist.  When government shrinks (if ever) then lobbying will contract.

• Political Action Committees (PACs) are something the government created through unintended consequences; in the 
1970s, there were reforms to limit contributions from certain groups, stop reimbursements of certain contributions, and 
other limits; PACs were a vehicle to legally collect money and make contributions.

Lecture covering topics of this week
• Lobbying is the second oldest profession
• "Even as the lobbying industry has changed dramatically in structure, style, and substantive methods since the 1970s, 

its public perceptions have not." Andres page 26
• Why the perceptions endure: misunderstanding, press characterizations, political/campaign characterizations.  Andres 

page 27
• "The anti-pluralist school of thought has advanced the idea that private interests always trump the public interest, and 

that lobbyists usually win at the expense of ordinary citizens." Andres page 29
• "Working with a group representing an entire industry made it much easier for government policymakers to reach a 

collection of companies in key industries such as raw materials, natural resources, or transportation.  This is a familiar 
theme through the history of lobbying - government growth produces more interest group activity."  Andres page 31

• Technical solutions can be advanced with industry input. Andres page 36-39
• "The dirty little secret about high priced Washington lobbyists is … they lose a lot."  Andres page 41
• Know the legislative process – opportunities for success - committee structure, chain of command, parliamentary 

procedures, etc. (Chapter 4 - Andres)
• "Few would consider a full-time policy analyst churning out issue briefs about energy markets, or a researcher 

focusing on the best way to cover the uninsured, a part of the lobbying world."  Andres page 67
• Focus on the changes in the legislative and executive branches of government outlined on page 67 of Andres.
• Focus on the consequences of these transformations on lobbying and interest groups outlined on page 68 of Andres.
• Proliferation of Subcommittees 
• Growth of Staff 
• The dramatic change in lobbying and politics; action and counteraction were constant.  
• Orthodox versus unorthodox law making
• Decay of the seniority system as the basis of power
• Austin 1985 and today
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• Note the 2003 Session of the Texas Legislature and the actions relating to redistricting as covered in pages 97 and 96 
in Keith and Haag.

• Understand the basic landscape of the Texas Legislative Branch of Government (pages 102 - 133).
• Cooperative versus competitive environment: those that trash others versus building teams
• Which has more power, the politician or the lobbyist?

Final Exam: Thursday, December 11, 2008  5:00 pm – 7:30 pm
Classroom Responsibilities
Please be professional and considerate toward your professor and fellow students; your professor will always treat you in 
a professional manner.  If you must leave class early for reasons other than an emergency, please inform me before 
class.  Abide by the University’s academic policies, particularly those related to academic honesty.

University Academic Policies
Refer to the UTSA Graduate Catalog 2007-2009 http://www.utsa.edu/gcat and UTSA Information Guide 2007-2008 http://
www.utsa.edu/infoguide/ for relevant University academic policies.  Note the University policy related to scholastic dishonesty.  
The University expects every student to maintain a high standard of individual integrity for work done.  Scholastic dishonesty 
is a serious offense which includes, but is not limited to, cheating on a test or other class work, plagiarism (the appropriation 
of another's work and the unauthorized incorporation of that work in one's own work), and collusion (the unauthorized 
collaboration with another person in preparing college work offered for credit).  In cases of scholastic dishonesty, the faculty 
member responsible for the class may initiate disciplinary proceedings against the student.

University Support Services
The University provides various support services for students through the Office of Disability Services (http://www.utsa.edu/
disability/).  If arrangements for services are necessary, please contact the Office of Disability Services at the start of the 
semester.

Senior Lecturer
W. James Jonas III - B.A. (magna cum laude) with honors in Politics, Washington & Lee University; J.D. University of 
Texas School of Law.

Materials
Lobbying Reconsidered: Politics Under the Influence; Andres 
© 2009 | Prentice Hall | 07/08/2008 
ISBN-10: 0136032656 | ISBN-13: 9780136032656 

Lines in the Sand; Steve Bickerstaff
2007 University of Texas Press
ISBN 13978-0-292-71474-8  

Texas Politics and Government: Continuity and Change; Keith and Haag 
© 2008 | Longman | 02/19/2007 
ISBN-10: 0205551238 | ISBN-13: 9780205551231
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